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The Lineup:
Here’s a sneak peek at what Engaged in Southern New 
England readers can look forward to in our 2024 issue.

• A Wedding Countdown to the big day with advice on  
 when to book and when to buy.

• You’re Engaged! Couples in RI and SE Massachusetts  
 celebrate saying “Yes.”

• Tips and trends from industry experts (think: florists,  
 caterers, photographers, event planners, fashion experts)  
 for planning a unforgettable wedding no matter the size  
 or location in 2024 and 2025.

• Venue profiles that will breakdown local   
 establishments’ capacities, unique features, contingency  
 plans and more, all presented with beautiful images of   
 the venue.

• A real wedding section filled with an array of  diverse 
couples, themes, locations, budgets and vendors to inspire and 

• And more!
 • Digital Exposure
 • Dedicated Instagram Channel
 • Vendor + venue profiles on comprehensive EngagedSNE.com website
 • Monthly “Wedding Wednesday” focus in popular e-newsletter (21,000 subscribers)

Engaged is distributed: 
◆  On more than 170 newsstand locations across  

 Rhode Island, Southeastern MA and the Cape 
◆   At our bridal advertiser locations 

◆   At key bridal events in the market 
◆   At bridal salons in the market

In a category of its own, Engaged in Southern New England is the ONLY bridal magazine covering the 
Rhode Island and southeastern Massachusetts bridal market. For over 30 years, Engaged has been 

serving as an authentic cover-to-cover resource and take-along wedding advisor for local couples. Our 
resources are carefully selected from the unique Southern New England region. From inspiring visuals 

to budgeting tips, venue guidance, and so much more, Engaged has it all.


